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The biexciton absorption spectrum of a pair of InAs/GaAs quantum dots is being studied by
photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy. An absorption resonance with the characteristics of an
instantaneous two-photon process reveals a coherent interdot two-photon transition. Pauli-selective
tunneling is being used to demonstrate the transduction of the two-photon coherence into a non-
local spin singlet state. The two-photon transition can be tuned spectrally by electric field, enabling
amplification of its transition strength.
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Two-photon excitation of a single quantum dot (QD),
finds broad use across disciplines, ranging from funda-
mental quantum mechanics, such as in the measurement,
control and entanglement of the exciton-spin qubit1–3,
to biomedical imaging4. Most commonly, the cascade-
type energy level diagram of the biexciton in a QD is
considered a natural source of (heralded) single photons,
and two correlated or even entangled photons5–8. In con-
nection to scalability and quantum networks, efforts have
been spent on two-photon interference from disparate sin-
gle photon sources, such as two QDs9,10, as well as real-
izing large-scale arrays of QD entangled photon sources.
For on-chip information processing, communication and
conversion to and from other information carriers, both,
absorption and emission are needed.

The coupling of a second QD to the first through coher-
ent tunneling11–13 has initiated a development through
which a steadily increasing number of advantages for
quantum optics applications are currently being revealed.
For example, the lifetime of the exciton when used as a
qubit can be greatly enhanced by separating the electron
and hole to the two QDs14. For two-photon emission,
the anisotropic exchange interaction that frustrates en-
tanglement can be greatly reduced and may even be elim-
inated by separating the particles15,16. Further, the rich
energy level and transition spectrum of coupled quantum
dots (CQDs) has been shown to allow for implementing
conditional dynamics of the light-matter interaction17.
Although the level diagram of the biexciton cascade
in CQDs has been measured using photoluminescence
spectroscopy18, little is known about the coherent prop-
erties of the molecular biexciton to this point.

Here we present frequency-domain resonant excita-
tion spectroscopy of the molecular biexciton in a CQD
pair18. We reveal two-photon transitions by which the
molecular biexciton is directly and coherently generated.
We demonstrate that a two-photon transition involving
both dots exists and that it transduces into a spin sin-
glet state of the dot pair, i.e., the two dots are being
spin-entangled. Moreover, the strength of the transition
is tunable by an applied electric field. Hence implemen-

tations of two-photon quantum protocols in integrated
solid state device architectures are being enabled. For
example, Zeno-type conditional coherent logic down to
the single photon level becomes feasible in a monolithic
nanoscale system19–22. Furthermore, charge redistribu-
tion or removal could be used to tune the lifetime of the
optically-induced entangled state or to convert the opti-
cal entanglement into a hybrid or pure particle entangle-
ment, resulting in potential quantum memory technology
for single and entangled photons14,23–27 as well as open-
ing additional paths for spin-photon entanglement28,29.
The spin selectivity of the two-photon transition provides
the means to optically initiate the system in a spin singlet
state even if the singlet-triplet splitting is spectrally not
resolvable. Such a capability is useful for interfacing spin
with other energetically small quanta of information such
as, for example, phononic (quantum) information30–33.
The interdot nature of the revealed two-photon transi-
tion could provide scalability of any enabled processes to

FIG. 1. (a) Top: Sample geometry with the dot color indi-
cating the relative bandgap energy of the two dots (left, red
→ lower bandgap, right, blue → higher bandgap). Bottom:
Energy level diagram with resonant optical single-photon, Xd

and iXXi, and monochromatic two-photon, TPi, transitions
between the crystal ground state(cgs), exciton (X) and molec-
ular biexciton (iXX). The static dipole moments of the differ-
ent states, pcgs, pX , and piXX , are illustrated. (b) Schematic
exciton-biexciton transition spectrum with single and two-
photon transitions. (c) Predicted EFD absorption spectrum
from a CQD pair for the states and transitions depicted in a.
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extended dot systems.
The CQDs used in this study consist of two 2.5nm

Stranski-Krastanov type InAs/GaAs QDs fabricated by
molecular beam epitaxy. The QDs were separated by
a 6nm (4nm) GaAs barrier and embedded within the
371nm wide intrinsic region of a n-type Schottky-diode
structure. The detailed structure has been reported in
ref.34. Even though the dots in both layers are nom-
inally of the same height, the top dots are commonly
found to exhibit a higher bandgap35. Hence we refer to
them as red (low energy) and blue (high energy) dots
(Fig. 1a). By applying electrical bias to the diode struc-
ture we create an electric field along the axis of the dot
pair. Thereby we Stark-shift the QD electronic energy
levels and optical transitions due to the dipole moments
of the involved states (Fig. 1a-c) and enable hole level
resonances between the dots36. The sample was mounted
and electrically contacted inside a ceramic chip header,
which was mounted on the cold finger of a continuous
flow cryostat and kept at a temperature of 15 K.

The QDs were optically excited with a continuous wave
titanium sapphire laser, with a bandwidth of less than
1 GHz and an excitation power density of 40µW/µm2.
Photoluminescence (PL) was spectrally dispersed with a
triple 0.75m Raman spectrometer, where each stage was
equipped with a 1200mm−1 grating. The spectrometer
was operated in subtractive mode (Raman mode) unless
otherwise noted. The spectrally dispersed PL was col-
lected with a liquid nitrogen cooled charge coupled device
(CCD) camera, yielding an overall PL spectral resolution
of 50µeV. PL spectra were recorded as function of elec-
tric bias applied to the diode structure. In order to mea-
sure the biexciton absorbtion spectrum of a CQD pair
we create electric field dispersed (EFD) PL excitation
(PLE) spectra (see Fig.2a&b). To generate these PLE
spectra, EFD-PL spectra were recorded at various exci-
tation energies37. The intensity of selected PL lines was
monitored and summed spectrally for each of these PL
spectra and combined to create PLE (absorption) spectra
as function of electric field (Fig.2b top)30. Enhanced PL
intensity from the monitored PL line indicates enhanced
absorption due to resonance of the laser with a transition.
The use of the spectrometer in Raman mode allowed for
measuring PL transitions of a single CQD pair with the
laser excitation tuned as close as 0.5 meV to the detected
transitions.

Here we limit the discussion to CQD states with all
charges in the red dot and at most one hole in the blue
dot, which we will refer to as single dot-like (SQD-like)
and molecular respectively38. In either case the charges
only occupy the electronic ground state levels of the dots.
From here on we use X to represent a SQD-like exciton,
iX a molecular exciton, and consequently XX a SQD-like
biexciton and iXX a molecular biexciton (1 X & 1 iX).
Absorption (emission) transitions are labeled by their fi-
nal (initial) state with subscripts “d” or “i” identifying
the transitions as spatially direct or indirect respectively.

A two-photon transition, TP, as indicated in Fig.1b,

can be found in absorption spectra in addition to the ex-
citon, X, and biexciton, XX, single-photon transitions.
For a monochromatic excitation the two-photon transi-
tion is spectrally centered between the exciton and biex-
citon transitions at energies ±∆ as follows from the level
diagram in Fig.1a. CQDs provide the potential to tune
the transition energies with electric field if one of the in-
volved states is spatially indirect and possesses a large
electric dipole moment (Fig.1a). The energy shift of an
absorption transition, ∆E, due to electric field tuning,
∆F, scales with the electric dipole moments of the initial
and the final state of the transition, pi and pf respec-
tively, and the number, N , of photons involved in the
transition as ∆E = ∆F(pf −pi)/N

39,40. For transitions
depicted in Fig.1a&b the EFD absorption spectrum of
Fig.1c can be predicted. In the following we will exper-
imentally reveal this interdot two-photon transition and
determine the spin state of the generated biexciton.

While single-photon transitions can be seen easily in
PL18, the coherent two-photon transitions only become
visible in absorption. Figure 2b shows a combined EFD-
PL/PLE spectrum of the biexciton-exciton transitions of
a CQD pair. The bottom part displays biexciton sin-
gle photon PL transitions after excitation at the energy
marked by the arrow for the TPd/i label. The top part

FIG. 2. (a) Illustration of the generation of an EFD-PLE
absorption spectrum. (b) Combined EFD-PL (bottom) and
PLE (top) spectrum. The PL spectrum was obtained at the
energy marked by the arrow for the TPd/i label. The region
in the dashed box was taken with 10 times smaller energy
steps than the rest. (c) Expanded view of the region in the
dashed box in b.
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was constructed from several such PL spectra obtained at
different excitation energies, by summing the PL inten-
sity from the XXd and iXXd biexciton transitions. To-
gether both parts show most lines that are commonly
observed in PL under non-resonant excitation. In addi-
tion, the SQD-like coherent two-photon transition, TPd,
is found midway between the Xd and the XXd transi-
tions (dashed red box). This region is shown in detail
in Fig.2c, which reveals that the TPd transition under-
goes an anticrossing with another two-photon transition,
TPi. It is important to note that information from both
biexciton configurations, XX and iXX, is obtained in one
and the same measurement. It should further be noted,
that a small probability for creating excitons and biexci-
tons exists also if the excitation is not strictly resonant
with the respective transitions, due to phonon-assisted
processes. These processes can be suppressed and the
two-photon absorption optimized by lowering the tem-
perature and by using chirped pulsed excitation41,42, yet
here they come in handy for the identification of the ob-
served transitions.

To uncover the full nature of the two-photon transi-
tions we will utilize the fine structure of CQDs.18,34 As
tools for this purpose we use the following fine structure
features: 1. anticrossings due to tunnel coupling at level
resonances, 2. electron-hole exchange splitting, δBD, be-
tween bright and dark exciton states and 3. singlet-
triplet kinetic exchange splitting, δST , at tunnel reso-
nances where two like spins are involved18,34. Combined
with an anticrossing either type of exchange splitting
varies characteristically in magnitude as one follows ei-
ther the two branches of the anticrossing (Fig.3a&b). To
utilize these features as tools we briefly recall their char-
acteristics.

The singlet-triplet splitting is caused by the interplay
of tunnel coupling and Pauli exclusion principle. While
tunneling into the orbital ground state of the same dot is
allowed for two holes in a spin singlet state, it is forbid-
den by the Pauli exclusion principle if they are in either
of the three triplet states (Fig.3a)35,43–45. The resulting
signature, an anticrossing with a straight line through
the center, is found in PL transitions that map the hole
level resonance of the XX and iXX states18,34. An ex-
ample is the bottom left anticrossing of the biexciton X-
pattern (Figs.2b & 3c), which is caused by the biexciton
transitions into the iX state. Besides the Pauli exclusion
of SQD-like ground state spin triplets this anticrossing
shows that the iXX triplet states are optically active.
Hence tunneling into the SQD-like biexciton provides a
filter mechanism, which can be read out by PL.

Another tool for identifying the iXX spin states is
the electron-hole exchange splitting, δBD, between the
bright and dark exciton states. Provided that the z-
component of the angular momentum, Jz, is conserved,
optical transitions connect the T±3 triplet states with
the dark exciton states only and the singlet and the T0
triplet iXX states with the bright exciton states only.
The bright-dark splitting in the iX states is reduced far

FIG. 3. (a) Fine structure of the biexciton level resonance and
(b) the exciton level resonance. The singlet-triplet splitting,
δST , and the bright-dark splitting, δBD, are marked in both
branches of the respective anticrossings. (c) Schematic EFD
biexciton transition spectrum with transitions labeled by the
exciton and biexciton spin states. Inset: High-resolution
EFD-PL spectrum of the boxed region of the biexciton X-
pattern. This spectrum was obtained with the triple spec-
trometer in additive mode under non-resonant excitation at
1.374eV. The intensity was normalized at each energy. The
lines are guide to the eye.

below the PL resolution and hence not seen in the iXXd

PL transitions18,34 (3b&c). Yet where the iXXd/i transi-
tions map the hole level resonance of the neutral exciton
the bright-dark splitting of the SQD-like exciton emerges
in the optical spectrum. There the increasing δBD splits
the iXXi transitions involving the T±3 triplet states from
the iXXi transitions involving the T0-triple state (Fig.3c
inset). Away from the iXX-XX resonance the T0-iXXi

transition is asymptotically joined by the iXXi transition
involving the iXX singlet state (see also46).

The two-photon transition into the biexciton must
also map the iXX-XX level resonance and exhibit an an-
ticrossing. An anticrossing is indeed observed (Fig.2c).
The anticrossing splitting measures half the value as seen
in PL, which is consistent with the fact that two photons
instead of one photon partake in the optical transition. In
contrast to what is seen in PL the two-photon transitions
do not appear to show the signature of the three triplet
states. The straight line that can be seen in Fig. 2c is
the iXXi single-photon transition. The absence of the
triplet feature could be caused by the typical weakness
of interdot transitions or fundamental selection rules.

The interdot two-photon transition TPi, can be ex-
pected to be strongest at the resonance of the intradot
neutral exciton transition, Xd, and the interdot biexci-
ton transition, iXXi. This fact shows in the PLE spectra
of Figs.4a & b. In Fig. 4a we find the TPi transition to
reach about 25% the peak intensity of the iXXi transition
before they overlap. Here we took advantage of monitor-
ing the XXd and iXXd transitions separately, enabling an
analysis of the spin states involved in the various tran-
sitions. Absorption transitions into the iXX singlet and
triplet states are made visible by monitoring the iXXd

PL transitions (Figs.3c & 4b). In contrast, none of the
iXX spin triplet configurations that may have been cre-
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ated are detected via the XXd transition (Figs.3c & 4a),
as the relaxation into the SQD-like biexciton acts as a
spin filter.

The distribution of spin levels (Fig.4c) and conser-
vation of Jz under optical excitation yield two spin fine
structure features in the absorption spectra. First, any
residual singlet-triplet splitting, δST , should be visible as
difference between the single-photon transitions from the
bright exciton states into the singlet and T0-triplet iXX
states. Second, the electron-hole spin exchange splitting
of the SQD-like exciton, δBD, should be visible as dif-
ference between the transition from the bright X states
(B±) to the T0-triplet iXX state and the transitions from
the dark X states (D±) to the T±-triplet iXX states.

The comparison of Figs.4a & b together with the spin
level structure of Fig.4c identify the second higher energy
iXXi transition in Fig. 4b as a single-photon transition
originating from a dark intradot exciton (Jz = ±2) to the
molecular biexciton T± hole spin triplets (Jz = ±3). A
closer look, using the yellow markers in Figs.4a & b, fur-
ther reveals that the stronger iXXi transition gains some
spectral width in Fig.4b. With both data sets originat-
ing from one and the same measurement and the gain
in width being one-sided, spectral diffusion and power
broadening can be excluded as cause. Instead, this addi-
tional width can be attributed to a transition from the
bright exciton (Jz = ±1) into the T0 hole spin triplet
(Jz = 0). The same detailed graphical analysis shows
that the TPi transition does not exhibit any change in

FIG. 4. EFD-PLE absorption spectra in the vicinity of the
resonance of the Xd and iXXi transitions obtained by moni-
toring (a) the XXd and (b) the iXXd PL transitions. Yellow
markers are placed in the exact same positions in (a) and
(b). Inset to (b): Summary of all transitions; identified by
the spin states they generate.(c) Energy level structure of the
exciton-biexciton system at a fixed bias in the region seen in
(a) and (b). Thin arrows indicate the excitation paths, wide
grey arrows the detection transitions used in (a) and (b).

width or spectral position. Thus we can conclude that
the two-photon excitation exclusively generates spin sin-
glet states, that is, it creates a spin entangled state of the
two dots. The inset to Fig. 4b summarizes this exper-
imental evidence, identifying the various transitions by
the spin states they generate.

Second order time-dependent perturbation treatment
of this two-photon absorption supports the finding that
triplet state transitions are prohibited, as long as no
spin mixing between singlet and triplet states exists46.
Without singlet-triplet mixing, only bright-dark mixing
or spin-flip inducing time evolution of the intermediate
exciton spin state could allow for the optical generation
of the triplet states, which is possible for the sequential
single-photon transitions. In contrast, the two-photon
transition, TPi, must be instantaneous and thereby by-
passing the exciton states.

In conclusion, we have shown that an interdot two-
photon transition, TPi, exists and that it generates a
non-local spin singlet. For this proof a resonance region
(see Fig.4a/b) was chosen that allowed for the spectral
separation of the various transitions and the utilization of
spin selective tunneling to identify the transitions by the
exciton and biexciton spin states they optically connect.
However, with the TPi transition the singlet state can
be optically selected even if the singlet-triplet splitting is
optically not resolvable with single-photon transitions.

∗ mscheibner@ucmerced.edu † Now at: Euclid Techlabs, 400 Professional Drive, Gaithers-
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